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• QUICK HEALTHY RECIPES
• CELEBRITIES & THEIR TRAINING
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  STATE OF THE ART AWARD WINNING PRECOR EQUIPMENT

WELCoME To HAmmEr’S gym

mAIN gym ArEA YoGA / SPIN STUDIoFUNCTIoNAL AREA

We pride ourselves on offering 
a positive training environment 
with great energy and a 
friendly, fun atmosphere. 

Hammer’s Gym is a unique 
concept 2 in 1 fitness and martial 
arts facility offering state-of-the-
art Precor weights and cardio 
equipment along with  fully 
structured martial arts teaching 
systems. Our martial arts training 
systems are available to all age 
groups from five years old to adult. 

We are dedicated to helping our 
members achieve their goals 
through offering the very best 
personal trainers who specialise 

Mark ‘The Hammer’ Castagnini
MANAGING DIRECTOR - HEAD INSTRUCTOR

FOx SPOrtS PreSenter

FOrmer KicKbOxinG cHamPiOn WKa

in many industries from body 
building to combat sports.We 
also offer Free body composition 
analysis to all members which 
is great for keeping track 
of results and progress. 

Hammer’s Gym is passionate about 
community development as we are 
involved with many local clubs/
associations such as Super Dad’s 
Walk for muscular Dystrophy, 
school anti-bullying campaigns 
and even hosting free self-
defence training for paramedics. 
every year Hammer’s Gym is 
involved in the Good Friday appeal, 
raising over $11,000 this year for 
the royal children’s Hospital. 

   10 Training Zones over 2000 sqm    24/7 access 

   World class champion Trainers    pro shop 

   healThy meals & supplemenTs    ‘Free’ inFrared sauna 

  ‘Free’ Body composiTion analysis machine
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  STATE OF THE ART AWARD WINNING PRECOR EQUIPMENT

YoGA / SPIN STUDIo

TrAIN AT HAmmEr’S gym

 DoLPH LUNDGREN 
“Great setup. enjoyed my 
training at Hammer’s”
- Dolph
Visited and trained at Hammer’s Gym

HOLLYWOOD ACTOR 
& MARTIAL ARTIST

“thanks to 
Hammer’s Gym. 

a world class 
training facility”

- GSP
2 DIVISION UFC 

CHAMPION

“to Hammer’s Gym with all 
my love & respect”

- Steven Seagal
HOLLYWOOD ACTOR 

& MARTIAL ARTIST

CoME VISIT US AND CHECK oUT oUR WALL oF FAME

 MARK HuNT 
“Great gym and 
great people”

– Mark
UFC HEAVYWEIGHT 

FIGHTER

 LEE PRIEST  
“Great place to 

train...train hard”
– Lee

MR. UNIVERSE 2013

 DANNy 
 grEEN 

“Hammer’s Gym 
is world class”

– Danny
MULTIPLE TIME 

bOxING CHAMPION

 ScoTT ADKINS 
“Great club and 
great people”

– Scott
HOLLYWOOD 
SUPERSTAR

 DAVE 
 REYNoLDS 
“Hammer’s has 
something for 
everyone and 

can help you in 
achieving any goal!”

– Dave
bATHURST CHAMPION 

2017

ALISTAIR 
oVErEEm
“thanks for 

having me, Fine 
looking gym by 

the way!
SIx-TIME WORLD 

MUAY THAI CHAMPION

 CALEY REECE 
“Hammer’s Gym is 
a great gym! With 
awesome people 

and awesome 
atmosphere”

– Caley
SIx-TIME WORLD MUAY 

THAI CHAMPION

“to Hammer’s  Gym, my 
home in melbourne”

– Michael Jai White
HOLLYWOOD ACTOR 

& MARTIAL ARTIST
Forca e Honra 
“Strength and 

honour” 
– Anderson Silva

UFC LEGEND

 MICHAEL JAI WHITE  

ANDERSoN SILVA  gEorgES  
 ST. PIERRE STEVEN SEAGAL 
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 HAMMER-FIT45 
Hammer-Fit45 is an extremely popular High-Intensity Interval Training 
workout circuit. Each exercise within the circuit involves performing 
reps for a specified time before moving on to the next station. This 
45 minute combination of interval, cardio and strength training has 
been proven to be the most effective workout for not only burning 
fat but building lean muscle.

 muAy THAI 
Muay Thai Kickboxing 
classes at Hammer’s 
Gym utilise all eight 
weapons of the body 
including; hands, shins, 
knees and elbows. 
There is a strong 
focus on developing 
the correct skills, 
movements and 
techniques associated with Muay Thai, while improving your physical 
fitness, stamina, discipline, confidence and overall well-being.

Novice classes run five days a week, in many different slots, to 
ensure you are able to train regularly and develop your skill base. 
Muay Thai can benefit just about anyone, at any fitness level as 
intensity builds with grading level, and all exercises can be modified. 
It is a great way to learn new skills, get fit and make new friends. 

 BRAzILIAN JIU JITSU 
BJJ is a grappling-
based martial art which 
focuses on controlling 
a resisting opponent 
while utilizing techniques 
to force a submission. 
It is generally easier 
to control an opponent 
while grounded than in a 
standing position, much 
of the technique of 
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu (BJJ) is focused on the skill of taking an opponent 
to the ground and wrestling for dominant control positions from 
where the opponent can be neutralized.  
To overcome bigger, stronger and aggressive opponents with 
less size and strength is the key of the discipline. This is done by 
learning superior leverage, grip and positions. Students of Brazilian 
Jiu Jitsu gain a deep understanding of balance, technique and 
dynamics of the human body.

 yogA 
Yoga is the perfect class to increase 
flexibility, by keeping the body stimulated 
and increase blood circulation. 
Our classes will help reduce the risk 
of injury and prevent degenerative 
arthritis. Yoga is ideal for members who 
are looking for a more relaxing type of 
exercise or want to unwind from other 
intense forms of exercise.

 PILATES 
Pilates is a great class which 
compliments any other forms 
of training and exercise as it 
focuses on large and small 
muscle groups to improve 
joint stability, Pilates is also 
proven to improve bone-
density. It is also good for 
weight loss as caloric burn 
during a Pilates workout 
can range from five to 
eight calories every minute, 
depending on intensity. Pilates 
can help improve flexibility, 
increase strength and improve 
balance. These factors reduce your risk of injury. If you’re able to 
increase your hamstring flexibility by 10 degrees, you will be less 
likely to hurt your back when you bend over to pick up something 
from the floor. Also, unilateral one-legged  Pilates improves 
balance therefore reducing the risk of falls. Pilates provides body 
awareness to create efficient movement patterns, thereby reducing 
stress on joints, muscles and ligaments.

 SPIN CYCLE 
Our spin classes are one of the best high intensity group 
workouts you will ever come across. Cycle to upbeat music that 
pushes you more than you knew was possible. Our members 
burn between 500-700 calories in our hour class. Hammer’s spin 
classes are low-impact. Our classes are suitable for any fitness 
level and have been proven to develop excellent aerobic abilities 
as well as strength and endurance.

HAmmEr’S gym

PRoGRAMS

4 hammersgym.com.au
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 ANTI-BULLYING KIDS PRoGRAMS 
At Hammer’s Gym we believe bullying is NOT okay. We have 
introduced classes to teach children effective anti-bullying 
tactics and key self-defence skills. These techniques will help 
children understand how to respond and defend themselves.

Two classes to choose from 
• KIDS & TEEN KIX MUAY THAI and 
• KIDS AND TEEN BJJ

 BoXING-FIT 
Boxing-Fit is an excellent form of cardio vascular exercise with 
as much as 700 calories burnt in a single session. Our trainers 
will take you through heaps of engaging workouts including bag 
work, focus mit work, body weight exercises and more. Benefits 
of Boxing-Fit include reducing stress, boosting confidence, 
improving co-ordination and burning calories.

 BoXING-TECH 
Boxing-Tech is our structured Boxing system focused on 
correct form and prep work for competition Boxing. This 
includes the finer details of footwork and striking with sparring 
in most classes also. 

 KIDS & 
TEEN

BJJ

 KIDS & 
TEEN KIX
MUAY 
THAI

INFRARED SAUNA BENEFITS
our infrared panels are specifically designed to emit energy at the 
same wavelength as that emitted by the human body.
conventional steam saunas heat the air to extreme levels yet only 
penetrate our body 5 – 10mm.

 What is an 
 infrared sauna? 
Infrared saunas are not 
the same as traditional 
saunas. They use 
infrared thermal light to 
penetrate your body’s 
skin barrier in order 
to raise your core 
temperature whereas 
conventional saunas 
have to heat the air in 
the sauna before it can 
actually heat you.
Because of this, an 
infrared sauna gets 
less hot overall, 
allowing you to spend 
more time inside 
enjoying the benefits.

 Burn calories 
 in one session! 
Yes, you can do 
absolutely nothing and 
burn the calories.
A moderately 
conditioned person can 
easily sweat off up to 
1000gms or more in 
a sauna session - the 
equivalent to running 
10-15 kms.

STRESS AND FATIGUE 
rEDucTIoN 

MUSCLE PAIN RELIEF

WEIGHT LoSS AND 
INCREASED METABoLISM 

ImmuNE SySTEm 
BooST

IMPRoVE SKIN

DEToXIFICATIoN IMPRoVES APPEARANCE 
oF CELLULITE

EASE JoINT PAIN 
AND STIFFNESS

HAmmEr’S gym 
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 Jessica Alba (Actress) 
She is one of america’s leading actresses 
in film, but what you don’t know about this 
petite woman is she can kick butt! Jessica 
studies a variety of styles in martial arts 
but says Kickboxing was her favourite to 
whip into shape as it’s a higher-paced 
workout. She is also one of the ones that 
kicked off Spin cycle - nothing like having 
music pumping while cycling your butt off.

 Christian Bale (Actor) 
We all know him as batman but did you 
know that christian has been practising 
martial arts on and off since he was a kid? 
Wing chun Kung Fu was and still is his 
go-to, however christian enjoys mma 
(mixed martial arts) as its intensity keeps 
him on his toes and in shape.

 Sarah michelle gellar (Actress)  
Who can forget this vampire slayer?! 
Sarah shot to fame when she scored the 
lead role as buffy the Vampire Slayer, 
however to live up to the role Sarah had 
to undertake a martial art. taekwondo 
is what she studied and achieved a 
2nd Dan Degree black belt in it, but 
just like the others profiled here, Sarah 
found her feet and love of Kickboxing.

 Ashton Kutcher (Actor) 
We all know ashton as the funny guy, but 
what i bet you didn’t know is how serious 
he takes his brazilian Jiu-Jitsu training. 
ashton has never played a role where he 
needed to learn any form of martial arts 
however he is a fitness junkie and besides 
lifting weights, ashton loves to mix it up 
and have a ‘roll’. 

 Adriana Lima (Model) 
Want to know how this Victoria Secret 
model gets in shape? Her secret is boxing 
Fitness and mixed martial arts. adriana 
says she has been in the best shape of 
her life since mixing up her training. When 
she has a runway show coming up or for 
just everyday life, this is what she loves to 
incorporate in her training regime. not to 
mention the confidence it also help builds- 
every girl needs that extra boost when 
walking a runway.

 Jennifer Lopez (Singer) 
JLO loves to keep things mixed up with 
circuit training. JLO says that her time is 
restricted so a good intense 45 minute 
circuit training hits the whole body 
workout, helping her to stay stage-ready.

REVEALED:
CELEBS FITNESS SECRETS

6 hammersgym.com.au
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ASHToN KUTCHER

CHRISTIAN BALE

CHARLIzE THERoN

SARAH MICHELLE GELLAR
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 Jason Statham (Actor) 
We all know when it comes to this guy’s 
fight scenes his shirt somehow comes off, 
the secret to Jason staying in shape is a 
healthy diet plan and a range of martial 
arts including Karate, Kickboxing and 
brazilian Jiu-Jitsu. Jason not only enjoys 
the gruelling training but how it also 
keeps his mind focused and disciplined.

 mark Wahlberg (Actor) 
marky mark has come a long way since 
his calvin Klein modelling days. the 
actor now says he eats more than ever 
(healthy of course) and is constantly 
mixing his training routine up. mark not 
only believes in lifting heavy but throwing 
in body weighted explosive exercises 
as well. His trainer, brian nguyen, has 
been helping mark prepare for every 
role for the last 13 years, but says his 
routine changes depending on what the 
role demands, and the kind of shape 
he needs to be in.  His advice is keep 
consistent and eating healthy and you 
will always be ready for anything.

 Charlize Theron (Actress) 
two words..blonde bombshell. this 
beauty needs no intro, though if you want 
to talk about women who could kick ass, 
look no further. charlize took her new 
role in the smash hit atomic blonde to 
new levels. throwing herself into mixed 
martial arts and Kickboxing, the directors 
were so impressed and blown away just 
how good she was that she didn’t need a 
stunt double for any of her fight scenes. 
charlize also mentioned that the intense 
martial arts training not only benefited 
her fight choreography, but in conjunction 
with a good eating plan, kept her looking 
fit and lean. .  

 Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson  
(Actor) 
Dwayne, better known as ‘the rock’ is all 
about lifting heavy and eating a truck-
load of protein and good carbs. Staying in 
shape for the rock is a time-consuming 
effort, getting up at 3.30am every morning 
and yep you guessed it...lifting heavy. 
although it is his style to help keep his 
physique huge, Dwayne will always split 

the body groups when working out. 
example: Day a would be back, triceps 
and legs, Day b would be chest, shoulders 
and biceps. Dwayne likes to have his 
cheat meal in treating himself and his 
body. His quote ‘everything in moderation’.

 Jennifer Aniston (Actress) 
We all know her best for starring in the 
hit show Friends, but we have always 
wondered how this ageless beauty seems 
to keep in shape. Her answer, yoga and 
circuit training. Jen loves to always keep 
things different, doesn’t like to do the 
same as she can get bored very quickly. 
circuit training keeps things different 
and will always hit the body with a varied 
workout having you feeling great. She 
then enjoys stretching it out with yoga and 
this also helps quiet her mind which helps 
also to keep the body healthy.

7hammersgym.com.au

JENNIFER LoPEz
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DWAYNE ‘THE RoCK’ JoHNSoN
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 moNDAy  

BACK AND ABS 
WARM UP

Internal and external rotations on cable 
machine. 2 sets of 20 reps on each arm.

WORkOUT

bACk (3 sets 10 reps)
•	 Pull-ups
•	 One	arm	dumbbell	row
•	 Reverse	grip	pulldown
•	 Cable	row
•	 Stiff	arm	pullover	with	rope
•	 Barbell	shrugs

AbS
For both abs moves do 3 sets of 20 reps. 
Rest for 60 seconds between sets.
•	 Rope	crunches
•	 Hyperextensions

 TuESDAy 

CHEST AND CALVES 
WARM UP

Internal and external rotations on cable 
machine. 2 sets of 20 reps on each arm.

CHEST (3 sets 10 reps)
•	 Incline	dumbbell	press
•	 Flat	dumbbell	press
•	 Incline	fly
•	 Cable	crossover (3 x 20 reps, high to low)
•	 Cable	crossover (3 x 20 reps, low to high)

CALVES
Do 3 sets of 50 reps for each all three 
exercises.
•	 Standing	calf	raise
•	 Leg	press	calf	raise
•	 Single	leg	standing	calf	raise	with	

dumbbells

 WEDNESDAy 

LEGS AND ABS 
WARM UP

Hip	flexor	stretches,	leg	swings	and	kicks,	
foam	rolling	and	glute	bridges.

LEGS
take 90 seconds rest betweens sets.
•	 Leg	extension (3 x 20 reps)
•	 Leg	press (3 x 50 reps)
•	 Single	leg	press (3 x 20 reps)
•	 Dumbbell	lunges (3 x 20 reps)
•	 Lying	leg	curls	(3 x 15 reps)
•	 Romanian	deadlifts (3 x 12 reps)

AbS
•	 Side	plank (3 reps, hold for 60 seconds)

 THurSDAy 

SHoULDERS 
WARM UP

Internal and external rotations on cable 
machine. 2 sets of 20 reps on each arm.

WORkOUT (5 sets 8 reps)

•	 Seated	lateral	raise
•	 Dumbbell	shoulder	press
•	 Side	lateral	raise	superset
•	 Cable	side	lateral	raise	(no rest 

between sets)

 FRIDAY 

ArmS 
WARM UP

Internal and external rotations on cable 
machine. 2 sets of 20 reps on each arm.

WORkOUT (3 sets 10 reps)

•	 Barbell	curls
•	 Preacher	curls
•	 Close	grip	cable	curls
•	 V-bar	pushdowns
•	 Single	arm	overhead	triceps	

extension
•	 Rope	pushdown	superset	with…
	 Leaning	rope	extension

 WEEKEND  rEST!
(Or cOme in FOr Hammer’S 

Gym bOxinG-Fit cLaSSeS 
SaturDay anD SunDayS) 

FOR	aLL	THe	
ROCk’S	wORkOuTS,	
unLeSS	
OTHeRwISe	STaTeD	
DO	One	SeT	OF	12	
RePS,	One	SeT	OF	
10	RePS	anD	a	LaST	
SeT	OF	8	RePS	FOR	
eaCH	exeRCISe.	
uP	THe	weIgHT	
eaCH	SeT.	ReST	
FOR	90	SeCOnDS	
BeTweenS	SeTS.

THE

WoRKoUT
RoCK SoLID
Looking to build muscle or tone 
up? This is the workout that helped 
this Hollywood superstar rise 
to the top, give it a try! 

8 hammersgym.com.au
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 DAY 1 

BACK
•	 Pullups 5 sets x 12 reps
•	 Pushups 5 sets x 20 reps
•	 Hammer	strength 
	 machine	rows 4 sets x 12 reps
•	 Dumbbell	rows 4 sets x 12 reps
•	 Swiss	ball 
	 hyperextentions 4 sets x 15 reps

 DAy 2 

cHEST
•	 Barbell	bench	press 5 sets x 8 reps
•	 Incline	dumbbell 
	 bench	press 4 sets x 12 reps
•	 Hammer	strength 
	 chest	press 4 sets x 15 reps
•	 weighted	dip 4 sets x 10 reps
•	 Cable	flyes 4 sets x 12 reps

 DAY 4 

SHoULDERS
•	 Military	press 5 sets x 8 reps
•	 arnold	press 4 sets x 12 reps
•	 Barbell	shrugs 4 sets x 12 reps
•	 Dumbbell 
 lateral raise 3 sets x 15 reps
•	 Dumbbell 
	 front	raise 3 sets x 15 reps
•	 Dumbbell 
	 rear	delt	flyes 3 sets x 15 reps

 DAY 5 

ArmS
•	 Barbell	biceps	curl 3 sets x 10 reps
•	 Skull	crusher 3 sets x 10 reps
•	 ez-bar 
	 preacher	curl 3 sets x 10 reps
•	 Dumbbell	lying 
	 triceps	extension 3 sets x 10 reps
•	 Dumbbell 
	 hammer	curl 3 sets x 12 reps
•	 Rope	pressdown 3 sets x 12 reps
•	 Barbell	wrist	curl 3 sets x 20 reps
•	 Barbell	reverse 
	 wrist	curl 3 sets x 20 reps

 DAy 3 

LEGS
•	 Back	squat 5 sets x 8 reps
•	 Leg	press 1 x drop set to failure
•	 walking	lunges 4 sets x 20 reps
•	 Leg	extension 3 sets x 20 reps
•	 Single-leg	curl 3 sets x 20 reps
•	 Standing	calf	raise 3 sets x 20 reps

MUSCLE BUILDING WoRKoUT

cHrIS 
HEmSWorTH

9hammersgym.com.au
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cOcOnut cHia PuDDinG 
WitH POacHeD berrieS anD 
macaDamia 
Serves 4-6 | Prep time 5 minutes + 10-
20 minutes cooking time 
cooking time 8 minutes

INGREDIENTS
• 2 x 400ml cans coconut milk
• 120g chia seeds
• 100ml maple syrup
• ½ punnet strawberries, hulled and cut into 

quarters
• ½ punnet raspberries, hulled and kept whole
• 50g roasted macadamia nuts, chopped

METHOD
1. Place coconut milk, chia seeds and maple 

syrup into a bowl and mix together.

2. Divide evenly among 4-6 small glass jars or 
bowls and cover.

3. Place in the steam oven and steam at 
100°c for 6 minutes. the pudding should 
have thickened and can be placed into the 
refrigerator to cool for 10-20 minutes.

4. Place both the berries in a solid steam tray 
and steam at 100°c for 2 minutes.

TO SERVE
Serve the poached berries on top of the 
chia puddings and top with the chopped 
macadamia nut.

POWer nutrient banana LOaF 
makes one loaf

INGREDIENTS
Wet
• 3 ripe bananas
• ½ cup maple syrup or honey
• 2 tablespoons macadamia oil
• 1 teaspoon vanilla essence

Dry
• 1 ½ cups wholegrain spelt flour
• 1 ½ teaspoons baking soda
• ¼ teaspoon salt
• ½ cup walnuts/pecans/macadamia/

almonds roughly chopped
• ¼ cup pepitas/sunflower seeds
• 100g 70% quality dark chocolate, 

roughly chopped (great choice is 
Whittaker’s Dark Ghana)

• ¼ cup chia seeds
• 1 teaspoon cinnamon

METHOD
1. Preheat oven to 180°c. Line bread loaf 

tin with baking paper or grease non-
stick loaf pan.

2. mash bananas in a bowl and add the 
maple syrup/honey, vanilla and oil.

3.  in a large bowl combine all dry 
ingredients.

4.  make a well in the centre of the 
dry ingredients and pour in the wet 
ingredients.

5.  mix all ingredients well and pour into 
greased/lined tin.

6.  bake in over for 40-45min until brown 
on top and cooked through.

7.  allow to cool before slicing.

HEALTHY RECIPES
Try these quick, easy and healthy recipes to help you reach your fitness 
goals. They are simple to cook and packed full of flavour & nutrition.

HOT TIPS
An excellent source 
of fibre, this pudding 
can be enjoyed as a 
delicious breakfast or 
served as a protein rich 
dessert with berries for 
added antioxidants.
Substitute poached 
berries for poached 
apple or pears as 
an alternative.

10 hammersgym.com.au
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Oat & aPPLe PancaKeS 
Serves 4 

INGREDIENTS
• ½ cup oats
• ½ cup quinoa flakes
• ½ apple chopped
• 1 tbsp pecans
• 1 tsp cinnamon
• 1 tsp baking powder
• 1 egg, beaten
• 2 tsp maple syrup if desired
• ¾ cup milk/almond milk 

(plus little extra if required)

METHOD
1. Put oats, quinoa, apple and pecans in food 

processor and blend for 5-10 seconds until 
broken down.

2. mix in cinnamon, egg, maple and milk.

3. Leave to sit for approx. 15 mins (if you 
have time!) and then add additional milk if 
required to get good pancake consistency. 

meanwhile heat non-stick pan to medium/
hot temperature.

4. cook for 2-3 minutes each side.

cHOc banana breaKFaSt 
SmOOtHie 
Serves 2

INGREDIENTS
• 2 frozen bananas
• 100g blueberries
• 1 cup of milk of your choice 

(we suggest cow’s milk)
• 1 cup Greek yoghurt, low fat
• 1 heaped tablespoon of milo
• ¼ cup of rolled oats
• 1 teaspoon of honey

METHOD
1. add all ingredients and blend for a minute.

2. Pour in tall glasses and garnish with more 
blueberries and a handful of oats.

3. enjoy straight away.

cHOcOLate 
brOWnieS 

INGREDIENTS
• 400g tin red kidney beans, 

drained and rinsed well   
• 1 tablespoon vanilla extract                                                                                                                             

5 eggs
• 1 tablespoon water
• ⅓ cacao or good quality 

cocoa powder
• ½ teaspoon bicarb soda
• 1 teaspoon baking powder          
• 1 teaspoon cinnamon
• ⅓ cup coconut oil (or 125g 

butter, softened)
• ½ tsp salt, sea or 

Himalayan                

• ½ cup stevia (or raw sugar)                                                                                 

METHOD

1. Preheat oven to 180 
degrees celsius and 
grease a 20cm cake tin or 
cupcake pan.

2. combine kidney beans, 
water, vanilla extract, 
coconut oil and 1-2 eggs 
in a food processor. 
Process for 5 minutes, 
until smooth and aerated.

3. add remaining ingredients 
and process for another 
minute, until well 
combined.

4. Pour into lined cake tin 
and bake for 20 minutes 
(cupcakes) – 40 minutes 
(cake). Keep an eye on 
the cakes so it does not 
overcook. it will become 
firm on the top and start 
pulling away from the 
sides when ready.

5. remove from oven and let 
cool slightly in tin before 
turning onto a cool rack. 

A delicious (and gluten-free) 
chocolate cake with a healthy 
difference – red kidney beans!!!

Summer berry anD 
PaSSiOnFruit PuDDinG 
Serves 4

INGREDIENTS
• 100 g dark chocolate
• 500 g strawberries
• 250 g blueberries
• 6 sponge finger 

biscuits
• 4 tbs espresso coffee
• 4 passionfruit
• 2 cups low fat Greek 

yoghurt

METHOD
1.  melt chocolate in microwave, stirring 

every 10 seconds until smooth.

2.  Dip 8 strawberries into the chocolate, 
and place in the fridge until set.

3.  in a suitable bowl, soak biscuits 
in espresso coffee.

4. cut the remaining strawberries 
into thin slices.

5.  Place a thin layer of blueberries on the 
bottom of four small bowls or glasses. then 
layer the soaked biscuits, strawberry 
slices and yoghurt. top with passionfruit 
pulp and leftover blueberries, and 
set in the fridge to chill until serving.

6. top with chocolate coated 
strawberries to serve.

HOT TIPS
Use a dark 
chocolate with more 
than 60% cocoa for 
an extra boost of 
antioxidants. For a 
year-round snack, 
use any seasonal 
fruit available at 
the time – mango 
would also make a 
delicious summer or 
Christmas pudding.

HOT TIPS
Pancakes make a great pre – exercise meal or a 
recovery snack, or simply a lazy Sunday brunch. 
This version is less refined, has more fibre, more 
nutrients and more protein not to mention 
bucket loads of flavour!

HOT TIPS
This smoothie is a great source of calcium. 
Consuming adequate amounts of calcium and 
vitamin D (also received from the sun), as well as 
doing weight bearing exercise, helps develop and 
maintain strong bones that are more resistant to 
fracture and osteoporosis later in life.

11hammersgym.com.au
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 DAY 1 
Exercise  Sets  Reps 
PRIMER:
• Push-up to downward dog 3  5
• Gironde cable row 3  10
• Frog glute bridges  3 20

TO IMpROVE REACTION TIME:
•	Explosive medicine ball slams 2 8
•	Lateral bounds 2 8

STRENGTH TRAINING:
•	Trap bar deadlift — 3-second release 4 4-6
•	Hollow body push-ups 3 5-10
•	Front foot elevated split squats 
— hold stretch 2 seconds 3 8
•	Reverse crunch holds — 30 second holds 3
•	Prone leg curl 
— hold contraction 2 seconds 3 15

 DAy 2   Sets Reps

PRIMER:
•	Windmills 3 5
•	Scapular pull-ups 3  10
•	Dead bugs — hold 5 seconds 3 5

TO IMpROVE REACTION TIME: 
•	Explosive overhead medicine ball throws 2 8 
•	Single-leg hops 2 5 

STRENGTH TRAINING: 
•	Half-kneeling 1-arm shoulder press with 
  heaviest weight possible — 3-second release 4 4-6 
•	Neutral grip chin-ups — hold 2-3 seconds at top 4 3-5 
•	Lateral raises — hold 2 seconds at top 3 10-12 
•	Reverse grip pulldowns — 3-second release 3 8-10 
•	Chest supported rear deft swings 3 20 

 DAy 3  rEST

 DAY 4   Sets Reps

PRIMER
•	Half-kneeling cable lifts 3 8
•	Bear crawls forward and backward 30 feet  3
•	Seated pike-ups 3 5-10

TO IMpROVE REACTION TIME:
•	Explosive medicine ball side tosses 2 8
•	Step-up jumps 2 8

STRENGTH TRAINING:
•	Goblet squat — hold stretch for 3 seconds 4 6-8
•	Hollow body holds for 20 seconds each 3
•	Snatch grip Romanian deadlifts 
— 3-second release 3 8
•	Kneeling punch outs — hold 5 seconds out 3 5
•	Single leg squat — 5-second release 3 5

 DAy 5   Sets Reps

PRIMER: 
•	Pec minor dips 3 10
•	Rope face pulls 3 10
•	Side plank — hold for 30 seconds 3

TO IMpROVE REACTION TIME:
•	Explosive medicine ball chest passes 2 8
•	Squat jumps 2 5

STRENGTH TRAINING:
•	Incline dumbbell press — 3-second release 4 6-8
•	Wide supinated grip bent over rows 
— hold contraction for 2 seconds 4 8-10
•	Push-ups 3 max
•	Cable seated rows — 3-second release 3 10-12
•	Cable crossover triceps push-owns 2 15
•	Incline dumbbell curls 2 15 

 DAy 6  yogA

 DAy 7  rEST

FULL BoDY WoRKoUT

SCARLETT 
JoHANSSoN
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5 REASoNS To MEAL PREP oR USE FITNESS oUTCoMES PRE 
PREPPED MEALS NoW AVAILABLE AT HAMMER’S GYM

1Save time buying pre prepped 
meals or make your own 

One thing that everybody shares is time 
constraints. not enough time to work out, 
deal with daily undertakings, practice 
good eating habits, spend quality family 
time and the list goes on. meal prepping 
by buying pre made meals or making your 
own is the best way to free up time and 
energy in attempting to plan your meals 
the same day or hours before dinner. this 
time saving method can help free up your 
day for those extra tasks and errands to 
have a more productive week. 

2meal prepping will help you 
stay on track 

 Pre-prepping your meals will definately 
keep you on a better track with healthy 
eating and avoid those last minute drive 
thru’s. Planning and controlling your diet will 
pay big returns in health as each week of 
proper eating will add up and change your 
body for the better. Weather your goals are 
muscle gain, Weight loss or toning you will 
hit your desired results much faster and 
with less effort if meal prepping. 

3meal prepping saves you 
money

One of the biggest misconceptions 
about meal prepping is it costs similiar 
amounts to ordering take away food. 
this is incorrect, you will actually save 
alot of money buying from your local 

supermarket and prepping yourself. meal 
prepping over a long period of time can 
also help you save for that annual holiday 
which is a great reward for the good work 
on your diet. the lesson here is you can 
lose more from your waist, not your wallet 
by meal prepping.  

4meal prepping helps you 
regulate your portions

Pre planning your meals enables more 
control of your caloric intake which 
is paramount in striving towards your 
fitness/weight goals. even your macros 
(carbs, fat and protein) can be measured 
exactly to track your progress and make 

small adjustments when needed. a 
general approach to measuring food 
will result in a general result. if you are 
serious about making change to your 
body download helpful apps such as 
“my Fitness Pal” or “my net Diary’ to help 
measure your intake amounts as these 
apps have a suprisingly vast library of food 
brands and products. 

5Win the psychological battle 
When you are striving to achieve 

your best in anything you do it can be 
challenging to overcome the mental 
challenges your mind will create. it is a 
hard task motivating your self to stay on 
track in the gym let alone diet control 
especially with the clever and always 
evolving junk food market. meal prepping 
will give you extra mental energy to 
dedicate towards other parts of your 
training. With your plan already set in 
place for the week you won’t go through 
the battle with yourself over taking the 
easy way out in the drive thru over eating 
dinner at home.

HEALTH & FITNESS BLoGS
HAmmEr’S gym
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HERE’S WHY YoU SHoULD 
ADD BoXING-FIT To your 
TrAININg rouTINE
it’s a Full body Workout – 
boxing-Fit is fantastic for hitting 
every muscle in your body as 
many different exercises are 
used in the sessions all the way 
from planks and push-ups to 
squats and burpees. reduces 
Stress – boxing is very cathartic 
– it’s the perfect outlet for 
stress, frustration, anger and 
anxiety. Participating in boxing-
Fit 2-3 times a week can 
have many benefits including 
stress and anti-aging. boosts 
confidence – Punching bags 
and mits is not only great for 
your body but also your mind. 
building confidence is a great 

underrated benefit of boxing 
which can positively impact 
many other areas of your life. 
Learn a new Skill – Keeping 
your mind stimulated with 
new techniques and skills is 
greatly beneficial to anyone. 
many brain studies have 
shown huge cognitive benefits 
when trying something new 
which is both technical and 
engaging. improve your body 
composition – Workout to 
look and feel great! boxing-Fit 
is much easier to burn more 
calories without the extra 
motivation needed to come 
and train by yourself.

5 REASoNS To LEARN A MARTIAL ART
1GoAL SETTING

most of us know how important 
goal setting is for not only fitness 
but personal life and finance 
also, martial arts is a powerful tool 
for strengthening your mind and 
character which will soak into other 
areas of your life. Get your body and 
mind into better shape to tackle your 
goals with Hammer’s Gym offering 
australias first fully structured muay 
thai martial arts grading system 
established for over 25 years.

2  rEDucED AggrESSIoN
a uS study on children aged 8-11 

was focused on the children training 
in traditional martial arts focused on 
respecting other people and defending 
themselves as part of an anti-bullying 
course. the children were also taught 
how to maintain a level of self-control in 
heated situations. the research found 
that the martial arts training reduced 
the level of aggression in boys, and 
found that they were more likely to step 
in and help someone who was being 
bullied than before they took part in 
training. this anti-aggression effect is not 
limited to children. another study found 
reduced physical and verbal aggression, 
as well as hostility, in teenagers who 
practised martial arts also.

3 ENHANCED EMoTIoNAL 
WELL-BEING

many scientists are now looking into 
links between emotional well-being 
and health in relation to martial arts. 
it’s vital to note that martial arts has 
been shown to emotional well being 
in participants. in a previous study, 45 
older adults (aged 67-93) were asked 
to take part in martial arts training, 
cognitive training, or non-martial 
arts physical training for three to six 
months. the older adults in the martial 
arts training showed lower levels of 
depression post training period than 
both the other groups, perhaps due 
to its meditative aspect. it was also 
reported that these adults showed an 
improved level of self-esteem post 
training too.

4 grEATEr STrESS 
mANAgEmENT

Some forms of martial arts, such 
as brazilian Jiu Jitsu force you to focus 
on your breathing as the practice is 
reliant on full body movements and 
core. this martial art was linked in 
many studies that concluded reduced 
feelings of stress in participants, as well 
as being better able to manage stress 
when it is present in young to middle-
aged adults

5 IMPRoVED MEMoRY
researchers in a previous study 

found that taking part in martial arts can 
improve a person’s working memory. 
tests were used that involved recalling 
and repeating numbers, both in the 
correct order and backwards, which 
grew in difficulty until the participant 
was unable to continue. the martial arts 
group were better at this task than the 
control group. they could recall longer 
series of numbers. evidently, there is far 
more to martial arts than meets the eye. 
though it has been practised for self-
defence and spiritual development for 
many hundreds of years, only recently 
have researchers had the methods 
to assess the true extent of how this 
practice has effected the brain.
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BUSY SCHEDULE? ToP 5 BANG FoR BUCK EXERCISES
there is a reason why all 3 powerlifting exercises feature in our top 5 
(bench  press/Deadlift/Squat), because they work! not sure how? 
ask one of our friendly trainers for assistance”

 FRoNT SQUAT 
(bAR SUppORTED ON FRONT OF 
YOUR SHOULDERS RATHER THAN 
YOUR bACk)

this exercise requires your spine to stay 
more vertical compared to a back squat. 
this means stronger core engagement 
and less stress on your lower back 
which helps to prevent flexion based 
back injuries. most people have slight 
postural problems. the front squat (when 
performed correctly) forces you to hold 
your elbows parallel with the ground 
working postural muscles like traps and 
rhomboids and building better shoulder 
stability. another benefit is usually 
greater depth achieved when compared 
with back squats. this is because with 
more core activation your lower back is 
less likely to flex as much as you would 
see in back squatting.

 CHIN UPS 
not many exercises are better for testing 
relative strength than chin ups. extra 
bonus, muscular lats accentuates 
the popular “V taPer” appearance, 
making your shoulders look wider and 
your waist smaller. chin ups are great 
for time restraints as they require 
minimal equipment and can even be 
modified for beginners with the use of 
resistance bands.

 DEAD LIFT 
Don’t be fooled by the look of this 
exercise, the Deadlift uses almost every 

muscle in the body. Glutes, hamstrings, 
lower back, traps, abdominals and 
forearms all work to hold the bar close 
to your body and prevent flexing in 
your spine. Deadlifting can burn heaps 
of calories while stimulating anabolic 
hormones for muscle growth and fat 
lose. another great exercise when you 
are short on time as not much equipment 
is required.

 SEATED roW 
the seated row is the best exercise 
for correcting posture damaged from 
long hour office work and sedentary 
lifestyle. most of the exercises listed on 
this blog involve engaging the traps and 
rhomboids but this exercise is mainly 
focused on this area. this exercise will 

also provide greater shoulder stability 
strengthening your rotator cuff muscle 
group which is responsible for holding 
your shoulders in place.

 BENCH PRESS 
One of the most iconic exercises ever. 
and it’s making a comeback. Within 
recent years the functional training fad 
has taken over but the bench Press 
benefits highlighted by body builders 
and powerlifters continue to hold true 
to bang for buck strength and tone 
building. if you are unsure of form or 
correct shoulder positioning ask one of 
our friendly trainers as there are many 
variations of the bench press for different 
goals and body types.
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EAT FooDS RICH 
IN VITAmIN A 
Hair, skin and nails depend 
heavily on vitamin a to stay 
strong and supple. to up 
your intake, reach for more 
sweet potatoes, carrots, 
leafy greens and broccoli.

ADD omEgA-3S
Healthy fats help the skin 
retain moisture. When people 
don’t get enough good 
dietary fat, their skin gets dry 
and flaky, especially on the 
arms and abdomen. reliable 
sources include coldwater 
fish, walnuts and almonds.

PRIoRITIzE FIBER
the more veggies, fruits, 
beans and legumes you eat, 
the more efficiently your body 
will eliminate waste. the fibre 
in these foods helps reduce 
inflammation throughout the 
body. and the antioxidants 
lower skin’s oxidative stress 
levels, staving off wrinkles and 
sun damage.

EASE UP oN 
ALCoHoL
being mindful of how much you 
drink can help keep the liver, 
the body’s main detoxifying 
organ, in tiptop shape, therefore 
brightening eyes and evening out 
skin tone. a little red wine (say 4 
ounces) with dinner is fine, but 
don’t overdo it — and avoid hard 
liquor altogether.

NUTRITIoN NoURISHMENT TIPS
Exercise alone isn’t going to 
make you look and feel good 
— you need to pair your workout 
with healthy food choices. 

CUT BACK 
oN SugAr

a high-sugar diet can feed bad 
bacteria in the gut and cause a low-
grade inflammation that can lead to 

skin problems, such as breakouts and 
dermatitis. instead, try agave nectar, 

a (truly) natural sweetener that 
doesn’t spike blood sugar

APPS To HELP YoUR 
WEIGHT LoSS GoALS

My fitness pal and My Net Diary 
are both fantastic apps to help 
you keep track of your caloric 

intake to lose weight. both apps 
also offer a free version so there 

is no risk in trying these out.
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TEAm HAmmEr’S...
our results speak for themselves

At Hammer’s gym we pride ourselves in getting great 
results for everyone, from beginners to pro athletes.

17hammersgym.com.au

BRoCK McRoBB

mmA
iKbF South Pacific champion

BJJ
black belt Superfight Winner

BoDY BUILDING
inba World champion

FIGURE
iFbb australasian Figure champion

BoDY BUILDING
 icn rookie Of the year Winner

muAy THAI
Wmc australian champion

DEoN PERKINS

JANET KANE

KARLA GAMBELL

RIVER DAz

JAXoN GUERIN
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HAmmEr’S gym rEVIEWS
Chloe Tsotsos
Accounts Clerk
“Joining Hammer’s Gym has 
been a great opportunity to try 
new things and push myself in 
training. There is friendly staff 
and great quality equipment. 
I enjoy the yoga classes and 
functional classes the most!”

Sabrina Koh
Radiographer 
“The environment at Hammer’s 
is very motivating and inspires 
you to try new things. The 
people are friendly, inclusive 
and you feel right at home. I 
am currently doing Brazilian Jiu 
Jitsu and Muay Thai training.“

Ann Tham
Student
“This is seriously the best 
gym ever! It has something 
for everyone, regardless 
of your level of fitness. The 
staff and instructors are 
very knowledgeable, yet 
professional and friendly — 
always happy to see a new 
face. Highly recommend 
anyone to come and check 
this gym out. Big double 
thumbs up!”

Jett Geurin
Tradesman 
“Great gym, awsome 
people and vibes. Never 
disappoints. Hammer’s 
has everything you need. 
Great friendly staff. All 
around best gym I have 
ever been to.”

Rex Afrasiabi
Principal at M/A Legal
“Spoiled for choice in a fun-
filled, friendly environment. 
Whether you are a beginner 
or an elite athlete, Hammer’s 
Gym is a true 24-hour 
training facility that exceeds 
on all expectations. The 
facilities are truly state-of-
the-art, and the classes 
are well-structured and 
comprehensive.

Highly recommended.”Dom Aloisio
Electrician
“Hammer’s Gym has been 
my second home for 3 
years. I cannot fault the gym. 
The staff and equipment are 
both amazing. It has been 
extremely motivating and 
rewarding learning a martial 
art and bettering myself each 
time I train.”

Aprille Hughes
Skincare specialist
“I travel all the way from 
Elwood to come to this gym 
because it feels like home. 
I just love the environment. 
The amazing staff know what 
they’re doing and I find the 
classes really push me. I love 
it here because it’s actually 
fun to come to.”

Karaferis Family
“The ongoing support we received from 
the instructors and Mark have exceeded 
our expectations. Thanks to the programs 
at Hammer’s, my boys have developed 
courage and confidence to deal with 
everyday life and to respect not only 
others, but themselves too.

Hammer’s Gym has something for 
the whole family. While our children 
participate in the classes, we use the 
Precor cardio and weights machines.” Burgess Family

“Awesome kids and teens program. 
Highly recommend. My three 
children have been doing Muay 
Thai at Hammer’s Gym for around 
five years. They love it! They are 
learning so much about discipline, 
self-defence and fitness. Cannot 
recommend it enough. Thanks to 
Hammer’s. You are all awesome!”
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MENTIoN ‘HAmmEr’S gym’ FoR GREAT DEALS!

VIEW TRAINER BIo’S & MoRE oNLINE
HAMMER’S SPoNSoRS

We would like to thank our partners and members for their ongoing support.
The Team @ Hammers

WWW.HAmmErSgym.com.Au

MAJOR SPONSOR

OTHER SPONSORS
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HAMMER’S GYM

IS FOR EVERYONE
TEL: (03) 9878 9266, 244, WHITEHoRSE RoAD, NUNAWADING VIC 3131

NEW MEMBER SPECIALS NOW AVAILABLE

FREE
START YOUR

7 DAY 
TRIAL
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